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The Implications of the Reverberating Effects of Explosive Weapons Use in Populated Areas for Implementing the Sustainable Development Goals

‘Sustainable development cannot be realized without peace and security; and peace and security will be at risk without sustainable development.’

This statement in the Declaration of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development emphasizes how the development and security agendas are inextricably linked. Recognition of this point has led to the inclusion of Goal 16 of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), which is dedicated to the promotion of peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable development.

The increasing use of explosive weapons in populated areas threatens the achievement of Goal 16 and several other SDGs by hindering their implementation. Explosive weapons affect a wide range of SDGs, among them Goal 2 on ending hunger, Goal 3 concerned with health, Goal 4 on safe education, Goal 5 on women’s empowerment, Goal 6 on water and sanitation, Goal 8 on employment, Goal 10, which focuses on inequality within and between countries, and Goal 11 on safer cities.

Concern has been growing in recent years about the use of explosive weapons in populated areas, particularly in conflicts in the Middle East and Ukraine. Explosive weapons vary considerably, and include artillery shells, missile and rocket warheads, mortars, aircraft bombs, grenades and improvised explosive devices. They can be air-delivered, or ground service ordnance or improvised explosive devices. They generally consist of a casing with a high-explosive filling. Their common feature, however, is that they are indiscriminate within their zones of blast and fragmentation effect, which makes their use in populated areas highly problematic. There is evidence that they are increasingly used in armed conflict. The United Nations Secretary-General has repeatedly voiced his concern over the impact of explosive weapons on civilians. The number of recorded casualties from the use of explosive weapons in populated areas has risen steadily over the years. In 2011, Action on Armed Violence (AOAV) recorded 21,000 deaths and injuries among civilians from explosive weapons. By 2014 this figure had risen to 32,000. Yet, despite their devastating impact, the specific way in which explosive weapons affect development is not explicitly acknowledged in the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development.

---
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Explosive weapons have devastating consequences for people’s lives and development that are felt long after the blast occurs. In addition to killing and maiming people, explosive weapons can also destroy vital infrastructure and affect the delivery of services. Damage to housing, places of work, utilities and health facilities can result in people losing shelter and livelihoods, forcing them to live without water or electricity, and can create difficulties in accessing health and education services. Explosive weapons use can also affect people’s access to food and the environment. They have a damaging effect on social capital, and affect gender relations. These knock-on and reinforcing effects and interactions are referred to in this paper as the **reverberating effects of explosive force** (REEF). The evidence presented suggests that these effects are causing damage on such a scale that they are undermining global efforts to achieve the United Nations post-2015 Sustainable Development Goals. This occurs in five ways:

- **direct casualties** from explosive weapons and **indirect casualties** from the reverberating effects of the destruction caused by explosive weapons in populated areas are contrary to the vision of a world free of fear and violence.
- The direct and reverberating effects of explosive weapons use in populated areas **have a negative impact on the enjoyment of a number of human rights** and are therefore contrary to the SDG vision of a world based on universal respect for human rights.
- Fear of explosive weapons **discourages investors, private sector suppliers, and the operations of humanitarian agencies** because they fear losing staff and assets. This marginalizes affected communities who see their access to goods and services dwindle as trade and services decline. This breaks the sustainable development pledge that no one will be left behind.
- Destruction of industry and interruption of utilities reduces productivity and employment thereby **destroying livelihoods**. This runs counter to the SDG agenda’s aim to build strong economic foundations for sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic growth.
- **destruction of key infrastructure** by explosive weapons requires substantial reconstruction. This absorbs scarce development resources that could have been invested elsewhere.

Drawing attention to wide ranging impacts of explosive weapons, this publication highlights the specific ways in which explosive weapons affect five central SDG goals and nine targets. The goals covered in this study are, in order: **Ending Hunger** (Goal 2), **Ensuring Water and Sanitation** (Goal 6), **Health and Populations** (Goal 3), **Making Cities, Safe, Resilient and Sustainable** (Goal 11), and **Empowering Women and Girls** (Goal 5). Progress towards these goals is held back by the lack of recognition and efforts to address the impacts of explosive weapons. These goals have been chosen as examples to start a debate. There are other important goals equally affected by the use of explosive weapons that could not be included in this primer.

By drawing attention to the effects of explosive weapons on these SDGs, this publication aims to extend the critical discussion of explosive weapons use in populated areas beyond disarmament circles to include development agencies and practitioners. It also aims to strengthen the gradually increasing recognition that explosive weapons use in populated areas is a humanitarian and development problem, and to provide evidence in support of international efforts to build political commitment around the establishment of new standards of practice regulating the use of explosive weapons.
UNIDIR’s approach to explosive weapons and engagement with the SDGs

This study has been produced as part of UNIDIR’s engagement with the SDGs and is part of the implementation of the outcome of the United Nations Sustainable Development Summit of September 2015.

It builds on two previous UNIDIR projects concerned with explosive weapons. The Discourse on Explosive Weapons (DEW) project (2010–2011) helped to introduce the problem of explosive weapons use in populated areas into the thinking of multilateral practitioners and humanitarian actors such as United Nations agencies, with a view to enhancing the protection of civilians. The Norms on Explosive Weapons (NEW) project (2011–2012) examined normative aspects of explosive weapons use and management. In particular, the NEW project helped to clarify the conditions under which States consider the use of explosive weapons in populated areas to be acceptable.

The analytical framework

Analyses of the effects of explosive weapons distinguish between primary, secondary and tertiary effects. For the purposes of this study on the wider reverberating effects of explosive violence:

- **The primary effects of explosive weapons** are the direct impact of the weapons’ components. They are caused by the high-pressure blast wave caused by the detonation, and fragmentation from the warhead. Measures of primary effects include detonation velocity, pressure, temperature and the velocity of fragments. In humans, primary effects cause injuries such as bursting of hollow organs (ears, lungs and the gastro-intestinal tract), brain damage, when the brain crushes into the side of skull, burns and projectile wounds from weapon fragments.

- **The secondary effects of explosive weapons** result from the interaction of the blast wave and fragmentation with the surrounding environment. In open spaces, the blast wave, which pushes outwards at supersonic speed from the core of detonation, often causes surrounding material (such as earth or rocks) to become secondary fragmentation. In air, the blast wave decays quickly with time and distance. In built-up areas, however, the blast wave is partially absorbed, reflected, refracted and channelled into structures. This causes a variety of secondary effects including structural collapse, shattered windows and fire damage. Secondary effects cause multiple human casualties through injuries from flying glass, crushing, suffocation and burns. Because of their diversity, secondary effects are difficult to measure accurately, and are often simply described in terms of the type and extent of damage caused.

- **The tertiary effects of explosive weapons** are the long-term impacts of the damage caused by explosive weapons on human living conditions. Tertiary effects are caused by damage or destruction to vital infrastructure, such as housing, utilities, or health facilities. Tertiary effects include a wide range of consequences of reduced access to services and infrastructure that are vital to sustain lives and livelihoods. Tertiary effects are measured in terms of changes in access to services, using standard indicators used in the health and water sectors. The duration of tertiary effects depends on the time it takes to repair damage and resume services, which in turn depends on the extent of destruction to local infrastructure and economic activities, as well as the resilience of affected communities. Systems that have been well managed and resourced prior to damage will usually recover more quickly than those that had been neglected before the event.
The concept of **reverberating effects of explosive force** (REEF) used in this paper covers the tertiary effects described above. It includes impacts on food security, water, sanitation, health care, and shelter. It covers the environmental damage caused by the destruction of infrastructure, and the displacement that results from the destruction. The concept also extends beyond the impact measurable in standard indicators and includes the impacts of explosive weapons on human behaviour, interaction, social capital and community resilience. Despite their importance, these effects have not been systematically examined in this context.

**The use of explosive weapons in populated areas in armed conflict**

Explosive weapons cover a wide variety of ordnance categories including aerial bombs, mortars, artillery, rockets, missiles, landmines and improvised explosive devices (IEDs). They can be stationary (e.g. a landmine or roadside bomb), remotely delivered (e.g. fired or dropped), or (in the case of IEDs) delivered directly through suicide attacks. Weapons that fail to function at the time of deployment are referred to as unexploded ordnance. Munitions that have been left unused on the battlefield, or in stockpiles, are referred to as abandoned explosive ordnance. In humanitarian and political discourse, both are referred to as explosive remnants of war (ERW) and as such can pose a long-lasting danger. The effects of explosive weapons, including their reverberating effects, will vary depending on the weapon type and yield, among other factors. This report mentions the broad category of explosive weapon used wherever possible, but it goes beyond the remits of the study to try to attribute specific reverberating effects in populated areas to identified categories of explosive weapons.

Both State forces and non-State actors use explosive weapons. However, most explosive weapons delivered from the air are dropped by State forces. Non-State armed groups use many types of ground-delivered explosives (such as grenades, mortars and rockets). IED use is usually, but not exclusively, attributable to non-State armed groups. Landmines are often used by both State and non-State actors.

The choice of explosive weapons used and the situation and environment in which these are detonated are always the result of human decisions, even in situations in which the effects were not necessarily intended. It is prohibited to directly target civilians and civilian objects under international humanitarian law (IHL). In an armed conflict, certain types of public infrastructure, such as transport and communication infrastructure, including bridges, railway lines and telephone infrastructure or broadcasting stations, are at particular risk of attack because they are generally acknowledged to be of military importance. ‘Terrorist’ groups frequently intend to cause maximum harm, and often issue statements claiming responsibility. Most other users of explosive weapons usually deny the intention to harm civilians and rarely publicly report their intentions. In the majority of instances, intention can only be inferred from a broader context based on a detailed analysis of specific cases. There is mounting evidence that in some cases explosive weapons are deliberately used to target civilian infrastructure in populated areas where reverberating effects can be expected, such as hospitals, ports or water supply systems, (see Box 1). In June 2015, the United Nations Secretary-General reported that “Many parties in today’s armed conflicts consistently show complete disregard for their obligations under international humanitarian law and contempt for human life. Deliberately targeting and brutalizing civilians and attacking vital civilian infrastructure have become routine objectives of parties to conflict”. However, the Secretary-General’s report did not discuss the intentions of users of explosive weapons. This UNIDIR study does not discuss IHL compliance but highlights the consequences of explosive weapons use in populated areas whatever the intention.
Even when parties to a conflict are seeking to uphold rules, the effects of explosive weapons use on civilians are often severe. Overall, there is little specific guidance for users of explosive weapons on how to use them in populated areas in order to prevent this civilian harm. This document describes the observed chains of events triggered by explosive weapons use in populated areas and its reverberating effects and consequences for a development outcome.

The reverberating effects of explosive weapons may be magnified or diminished depending on pre-existing conditions in the conflict area. For example, general water shortages in the Syrian Arab Republic and Yemen have made both countries especially vulnerable to explosive damage to water infrastructure and to transport disruption because of their dependence on imported food. The reverberating effects of explosive weapons are highly influenced by the quality of available services before the use of explosive weapons. Years of prior neglect and lack of investment and maintenance make it more difficult to restore water and health services after explosive damage. Examples of these compounding factors that make the reverberating effects of explosive weapons more or less severe are not the main focus of this report, but further examples will be provided in the thematic chapters.

Box 1: Incidents in which explosive weapons appear to have been deliberately targeted at civilians or civilian infrastructure

Food blockades

In the Syrian Arab Republic, for example, explosive weapons have been used to impose and maintain blockades of towns to deliberately cut off food supplies. This happened in Fuah and Kafraya, in Idlib Governorate, north-western Syrian Arab Republic, where the town was surrounded and shelled, and in the town of Madaya, north-west of Damascus, where landmines were used to cut the town off. The blockades had disastrous humanitarian consequences, reportedly leading to deaths from starvation. Aid convoys succeeded in negotiating access to enter these towns in early January 2016, but hunger returned in February when the aid supplies ran out. A siege limiting access to food has also been reported from Taiz in Yemen.

Access to water

Explosive weapons have been used to directly target water supplies and sanitation infrastructure, according to the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC). These attacks are part of a broader conflict over water in the Middle East where water is scarce and where warring parties have also used access to water as a strategy. For example, the non-State armed group “Islamic State” has diverted water from Lake Assad to Iraq and Aleppo partly to bring water to the areas under its control and partly to threaten downstream opponents. Other rebel groups in Aleppo attempted to cut off water to the Government-held parts of the town in May 2014, but ended up depriving areas under their own control of water in the process.

Destruction of health facilities

An uncounted number of hospitals in Afghanistan, Sudan, the Syrian Arab Republic, and Yemen have been hit and partially or completely destroyed by aerial bombardments that hospital operators claim can only be targeted attacks. Hospital operators said that that they regularly informed warring parties of the precise location of these hospitals, and that this excluded the possibility that they were targeted by mistake. In Kunduz, Afghanistan, for example, on 3
October 2015 airstrikes continued for 30 minutes after the hospital management had contacted officials informing them that they were under attack. In Yemen, the roof of the hospital building in rebel-held Haydan District, Saada Province, northern Yemen, was clearly marked with its painted name and logo when it was hit on 26 October by air strikes. This suggests that these were not incidents of collateral damage, but may be part of a strategy of deliberate targeting. In November 2015, the ICRC stated its belief that hospitals had been ‘deliberately’ targeted throughout Yemen. On 15 February 2016, four hospitals were hit in the Syrian Arab Republic by what has been described as targeted attacks to drive the population out of the area.

**Destruction of housing**

Across the Middle East and Ukraine, housing has been destroyed in many places through the use of explosive weapons in populated areas. Some observers believe that some of this destruction is part of a deliberate strategy to displace more people, partly with the intention of destabilizing the countries where the displaced seek shelter through their rising numbers, and partly to create a vacuum for certain parties to the conflict to move into.

**Destruction of cultural heritage and identity**

Often driven by ideology, non-State actors have used explosive weapons to destroy ancient cultural monuments. For example, ‘Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant’ reportedly blew up numerous mosques, Islamic shrines and churches in Iraq, the Syrian Arab Republic and Libya, among them Jonah’s tomb, the Virgin Mary Church in Mosul, and buildings at the ancient site of Palmyra, such as the temples of Baal and Bel, parts of the ancient wall of Niniveh in Iraq and many other structures. The Taliban in Afghanistan used dynamite to blow up the Buddhas of Bamiyan in 2001.

**Report structure and methodology**

At the heart of this report are five chapters discussing the damage caused by explosive weapons on infrastructure and their reverberating effects of civilians’ lives and well-being for five selected areas of the SDGs. The first three chapters examine the specific impacts of explosive weapons on food security, water and sanitation, and health, and identify the ways in which the reverberating effects disrupt specific points in the supply chains for these goods and services. The chapter on safe and resilient cities lists key aspects of functioning cities affected by explosive weapons use. The examples in the chapters have been selected to highlight the direct and indirect effects of explosive weapons, including little discussed impacts on community resilience and social capital, as well as broader implications for private investment and aid delivery. The final chapter suggests factors of how explosive weapons make women vulnerable and discusses possible consequences for women’s empowerment. The conclusion summarizes the impact of explosive weapons on the SDGs and comments on consequences for the observed nature of the reverberating effects for policy responses.

The examples cited in this report have all been derived from English media reports that have been judged to be well documented and reliable. This is the best available source to start mapping the nature of a problem in a qualitative sense. However, this approach favours descriptions from locations better covered by English language media and risks ignoring other contexts. It is also not possible to verify fully the accuracy of claims made in the media reports. Moreover, the absence of systematic monitoring or data collection makes it impossible to quantify the scale of the problem.
In addition, the examples cited have been chosen because they illustrate a specific consequence of infrastructure destruction. Many examples are from the Syrian Arab Republic and Yemen and to a lesser extent from Iraq, Libya, Gaza, Afghanistan, South Sudan, Ukraine, the United Kingdom, Spain and the Russian Federation. Where relevant, the report also refers to historical data from the First and Second World Wars about long-term consequences. Overall, the geographical coverage of this report adheres to the new global approach of the SDGs, and is not limited in its focus to the global South.
SDG Goal 2: Zero hunger

**Target:**

2.1: By 2030, end hunger and ensure access by all people, in particular the poor and people in vulnerable situations (...) to safe, nutritious and sufficient food all year round

The effects of explosive weapons reduce food availability and thereby drive up food prices. This affects poor and vulnerable people the most. Destruction of food production facilities reduces available food stocks. Damage to key transport infrastructure disrupts food importation and distribution. When markets are attacked, goods are lost and trade is interrupted. ERW can reduce the extent of cultivable land. Fear of the potential effects of explosive weapons affects commercial decisions and changes humanitarian practices.

A functioning food production-marketing-consumption chain is necessary for food security. Explosive weapons interrupt this chain at important points thereby reducing access to food and often causing substantial food price increases. To avoid hunger, people need to be able to produce food or they need markets to function (most people purchase some or all their food), and in cases of desperate need they require access to humanitarian relief.

No previous reports discussing the specific effects of explosive weapons on the food supply chain could be identified. This document draws on incident descriptions reported by the media to highlight the reverberating effects of explosive weapons on food supplies.

**The effects of damage to food production, transport and distribution facilities**

Explosive weapons damage affects production, transport and distribution infrastructure to a much larger extent than other conventional weapon types.

Air-delivered explosive weapons have damaged industrial **food production** sites. For example, in November 2015, a bakery was hit by air-delivered explosives in Saraqib and a chicken farm in Raqqa, both in the Syrian Arab Republic. If ERW are scattered over cultivable land, crop cultivation is reduced. For example, in the Lao People's Democratic Republic a third of all land is still contaminated with ERW from the war years (1964 to 1973), affecting farmers the most. Agricultural land can also be affected through the destruction of water supply, as happened for example in November 2015 in Deir ez Zor, Syrian Arab Republic, when air-delivered explosives destroyed a water pumping station responsible for providing water for 50,000 acres of land.

Damage to specialized production facilities can have a severe impact. For example, according to the charity which ran the bakery in Saraqib, Syrian Arab Republic, the factory supplied bread to around 45,000 internally displaced people daily before it was bombed.

Air-delivered explosive weapons have caused damage to important **transport hubs**. Depending on the strategic importance of these hubs, this destruction can have a devastating impact on food security. For example, when the port of Hodeida, Yemen, was hit by air strikes in August 2015, cranes and warehouses were destroyed and the port was closed. Six weeks later, the Maritime Security Company, Mast, reported that one crane was working but that a fuel shortage made it likely that the port would be closed again. As Hodeida is Yemen’s most important entry point for imports, handling over half of all unloaded dry bulk cargo, this damage had a devastating impact on food security in the country. The United Nations reported a 28 per cent rise in food prices across Yemen between August and September 2015.
Damage to local markets can be caused by a much wider variety of explosive weapons. Some incidents have involved air-delivered weapons, such as the bombing of the livestock market in Fayyoush district, Lahj Province, Yemen, in July 2015. Markets have also been damaged by ground-delivered weaponry, as occurred in mid-2015 in Donetsk, Ukraine, or by IEDs and suicide bombings, such as the destruction of Yola market in Nigeria in November 2015. Use of explosive weapons in the vicinity of markets tends to cause high numbers of casualties (45 dead, 50 injured in Fayyoush, Yemen, 32 dead, dozens injured in Yola, Nigeria). Such attacks also destroy food stocks and disrupt trade. However, these incidents rarely cause permanent closure of markets, which are of such importance to small-scale traders that many will continue to trade—despite the risks of repeat attacks.

The reverberating effects of explosive weapons on the food supply chain

A functioning food supply chain depends on rational choices made by numerous suppliers of foods and related services. The risk of damage and destruction causes many suppliers to divert food stocks to areas not affected by explosive weapons and transport providers to alter their practices. For example, when the conflict in Yemen escalated in March 2015, 25 per cent of Saudi transport companies reportedly declined to transport goods into Yemen citing security concerns for their assets and staff. Commercial food importers in Yemen reported difficulties in using open letters of credit from banks for shipments into the country, which reduced the amount of food they were able to import. Many insurance companies do not provide coverage for goods exported into areas of explosive weapon use. As one representative explained: ‘It is like the analogy that you can’t insure your house when it is already on fire.’ When aerial bombardment of Yemen began in March 2015, insurance companies focused on supporting the evacuation of assets instead of facilitating trade. These changes in commercial practices reduced the amount of accessible food.

Humanitarian agencies try to fill the gap left by market failures by providing food aid. However, they need to balance providing humanitarian aid with appropriate measures to protect their staff. The result is that their security risk assessments in the light of widespread aerial bombardments also tend to reduce their ability to deliver food. For example, humanitarian aid agencies relying on transport routes through north-western Syrian Arab Republic introduced precautionary security measures to lower the risk of their supply trucks being targeted when the number and frequency of air strikes in the area increased at the end of November 2015. The cumulative impact of these measures—such as not permitting travel in convoys and changing offloading practices—reduced the quantity of all food delivery by 80 per cent, according to one humanitarian actor (Mercy Corps).

In summary, the reverberating effects of explosive weapons indirectly increase mortality when the destruction they cause disrupts trade in food. Many people are made more vulnerable to malnutrition and disease. Infrastructure reconstruction destroys livelihoods and adds to the post-conflict development bill. Destruction by explosive weapons leads to marginalization of affected areas in world trade in goods and services.
SDG Goal 6: Ensure availability and sustainable management of water and sanitation for all

**Targets:**

6.1: By 2030, achieve universal and equitable access to safe and affordable drinking water for all.

6.2: By 2030, achieve access to adequate and equitable sanitation and hygiene for all (…)

The effects of explosive weapons undermine progress towards achieving sustainable water management. Damage to water supply systems can prevent water being piped into homes, and damage to water treatment plants can reduce the quality of water supplied. As a consequence, people either have to buy, or have to be given, bottled drinking water. People are forced to adapt their hygiene practices to the limited water supply. Damage to sanitation systems risks polluting areas or water supplies with human waste. Affected populations are at increased risk of disease. The poor and vulnerable are more severely affected by the increased cost of obtaining safe water and are at higher risk of disease.

The regular use of explosive weapons usually prevents any investment in water supply systems. Ageing water supply systems are more prone to break down and less resilient to damage inflicted by explosive weapons. Displacement and the associated population movements have pushed ageing water systems in the Middle East to the limit.

Water supply is achieved through a functioning system of water collection, processing and distribution. Sanitation requires preventing human contact with hazardous waste by ensuring proper disposal of sewage and wastewater. Explosive weapons interrupt the water supply chain at important points thereby reducing the quantity and quality of available water. When explosive weapons destroy the waste disposal system, there may be devastating consequences on human health. Functioning water supply and sanitation systems need adequate and well managed water resources, functioning processing plants to ensure water quality, and efficient water distribution systems to deliver good quality water and avoid loss through leakage. Water supply and sanitation systems require good management and maintenance. In many countries, water supply is organized as a public service. In others, private companies provide the service under government regulation. If piped water supply is interrupted, bottled water has to be trucked in, either by commercial suppliers or humanitarian organizations.

The ICRC has recently documented the connection between water, conflict and explosive weapons. The Strategic Foresight Group published a detailed report on water and violence in the Middle East in 2014.

**Damage from explosive weapons to water collection, processing and distribution systems**

The use of high-intensity, explosive weaponry has repeatedly damaged water and sanitation systems in several countries of the Middle East in recent years. There are no reports that other weapon types have ever caused a comparable level of damage. Damage to water infrastructure has occurred at water pumping stations, water treatment facilities, and at points in the pipe distribution system. Electricity blackouts caused by explosive weapons-related damage can also interrupt water supply by bringing the pumping system to a halt. Explosive weapons use may also cause destruction that leads to water resources becoming contaminated (see Goal 11). During the Second World War, British bombers targeted German dams, but there are no recent reports of...
dam infrastructure being bombed. Instead, armies have sought to control the area around dams to control water supplies downstream.\(^{53}\)

Damage to **water pumping stations and wastewater treatment facilities** can often affect large populations. For example, damage to the water pumping station in Deir ez Zor (in November 2015) reportedly deprived 100,000 people of water,\(^{54}\) whereas the combined impact of the damage to wastewater treatment plants around Aleppo and Damascus, in the Syrian Arab Republic, is estimated to have affected 3.4 million people in 2015, according to ICRC figures.\(^{55}\)

The impact of damage to **pipe distribution systems** depends on where the damage occurred in the distribution network. Damage to a central distribution line can affect a large area. The damage to the water pipelines from Orontes to Hama and Homs, Syrian Arab Republic, in 2014 cut off water to both cities for weeks, affecting around 1.5 million people.\(^{56}\) According to Oxfam, the first seven weeks of airstrikes in Yemen damaged 40 per cent of the clean water supply system in Jajjah and Al Hodeidah governorates, and thereby deprived an estimated 3 million people of clean water.\(^{57}\) Damage to branch-line pipes can also affect very large numbers of people. In Aleppo, the 2014 bombing of the water pipeline affected three of the four major pipes\(^{58}\) and thereby affected some 2 million of the city’s 2.3 million inhabitants.\(^{59}\) In Baghdad in 2003, around 40 per cent of the water network was destroyed through bombing and half of the city, some 1.9 million people, lost access to a running water supply.\(^{60}\)

Interrupted water supplies cause an increase in the cost of living owing to the price of bottled water, loss of economic productivity through the additional time spent securing water, and forced adaptation of hygiene practices. This puts vulnerable people at greater risk of infectious diseases. In Aleppo, kidney infections, typhoid and salmonella were reported.\(^{61}\) Untreated sewage may contaminate groundwater.\(^{62}\) Additional well digging to tap into new supplies may lower groundwater levels.

### The reverberating effects of explosive weapons on water supply systems

In the Middle East, water and sanitation systems have for years been under strain from lack of rain, growing population, over-extraction and mismanagement.\(^{63}\) The investment required to upgrade water systems fails to materialize where investors fear that systems may be destroyed by explosive force.\(^{64}\) In 2005, the Government of the United States earmarked funds for investment in Iraq’s water systems, but security concerns halted the process.\(^{65}\) A decade later, the United Nations Office for Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs reported that more than 7 million people still depend on bottled watered trucked in to populations as water supply systems remain unrepai red.\(^{66}\)

Poor maintenance leads to water loss through leakages. In Damascus, Syrian Arab Republic, the water supply system loses up to 70 per cent of water through leakage.\(^{67}\) Moreover, large-scale population movements across the Middle East of people seeking safety from the violence have put the ageing water systems of host communities under extreme strain.\(^{68}\)

**In summary,** destruction of water supply systems can contribute to higher indirect mortality because the lack of clean water can lead to higher incidents of serious disease. Areas affected by explosive weapons use in populated areas remain marginalized from infrastructure investment. The capital intensive investment required to replace and repair adds greatly to the reconstruction bill.
Access to health care requires the provision of safe health facilities, supply of medicines, electricity and clean water, medical transport and appropriate working and living conditions for health care workers. All of these requirements can be compromised by the use of, or threat of the use of, explosive weapons.

The effects of explosive weapons on health care facilities and transport

The use of largely air-delivered explosive weapons has damaged a large number of hospitals in Afghanistan, Sudan, Syrian Arab Republic and Yemen. The non-governmental organization (NGO) Physicians for Human Rights counted 336 attacks on medical facilities in the Syrian Arab Republic between January 2012 and January 2016. According to Medecins Sans Frontiéres (MSF), 130 health facilities were attacked in Yemen between March 2015 and January 2016. No other weapon type has caused comparable damage to health infrastructure.

When a health facility comes under attack, it has to be evacuated, which causes additional stress and danger for patients and staff. For example, in July 2014, when the al-Wafa hospital in Gaza was shelled, nurses ran on to the road and flagged down ambulances while dodging fire in order to evacuate patients. In Yemen, MSF staff evacuated patients between air strikes. In South Sudan, staff at the MSF hospital in Leer fled into the bush, carrying patients on their backs. In some cases, sudden attack makes evacuation impossible, as was the case during the aerial bombardment of the MSF hospital in Kunduz where patients burned to death in their beds. Hospitals damaged by explosive weapons are often forced to reduce the range of services offered. For example, Shiara Hospital in Razeh District, Yemen, had to reduce its services to stabilization, emergency, maternity and lifesaving activities due to damage from bombs in late 2015. In January 2016, a projectile hit the hospital and the building collapsed reducing the facilities to six inpatient beds for day time emergencies.

Damage to electricity supply can have terrible consequences for patients in hospitals because most modern health care facilities are heavily dependent on access to stable power. For example, in 2012, it was reported from Homs in the Syrian Arab Republic that 18 premature babies died because their incubators failed during a power cut caused by shelling. Loss of electricity can affect the safe and proper storage of drugs and blood supplies, putting the safety of patients at risk.

Explosive weapons undermine safe access to health care by destroying health care infrastructure such as hospitals, clinics and health care transport, notably ambulances. Hospitals under attack frequently have to be evacuated, which puts vulnerable patients and staff at risk. The quality of health care may also be undermined by disruption to supply chains. Aid agencies providing health care services in conflict zones may be forced to close or limit operations where they suffer an attack or feel threatened by the use of explosive weapons. The death toll among staff and the difficult living conditions make it difficult to retain qualified medical staff, as many leave areas affected by explosive weapons.
risk. Most hospitals run backup generators, but fuel to operate them can be challenging to obtain in conflict environments.\textsuperscript{77}

**Vehicles providing essential transport services for health facilities may also be damaged or destroyed by explosive weapons.** For example, in October 2015 aerial bombardment hit the ambulance centre in Idlib Governorate, Syrian Arab Republic, destroying four out of five ambulances.\textsuperscript{78} Loss of ambulance services reduces access to health services and inevitably raises death rates.\textsuperscript{79}

**Explosive weapons can also disrupt the supply of essential supplies** and thereby reduce the effectiveness of health services. Supply tends to be affected by damage and destruction of key transport hubs, or by the unwillingness of transporters to drive into areas affected by explosive weapons. For example, it was reported that the main paediatric hospital in the northern part of Yemen closed because of a combination of lack of drugs and fuel, and the physical damage caused by explosive weapons.\textsuperscript{80}

**The reverberating effects of explosive weapons on the health system**

IHL extends particular protection to medical facilities. However, as there have been an increasing number of attacks on health facilities caused by negligence or deliberate targeting, **humanitarian agencies are increasingly reluctant to work in conditions** in which their neutral and protected status is not respected. In fragile States, humanitarian health agencies often provide key health services. If they leave, many people are left without many health services. For example, MSF closed its hospital in Farandala, South Kordofan, after it was bombed for a second time in January 2015\textsuperscript{81} leaving the population with only two hospitals (both run by charities) and one qualified surgeon serving 1 million people. Both of these hospitals have also been bombed (Lwere in May 2014 and Gidel in May 2015).\textsuperscript{82}

Attacks on health facilities and the perception that they are deliberately targeted can make patients afraid to use health services. For example, the Shiara hospital in Yemen reported the absence of pregnant women in maternity services for fear of bombing.\textsuperscript{83} When health infrastructure has been destroyed, people have to travel long distances for medical help. Reluctance to seek medical assistance or travelling far increases the risk of additional medical complications and may result in deaths that would have been preventable.

**Medical staff may find the working conditions and risks to their personal safety intolerable** in areas threatened by explosive weapon use. Many trained medical professionals want to work in their profession unhindered and decide to leave in order to work where this is possible. According to ICRC figures, 20,000 of the 34,000 doctors registered in Iraq in 1990 had left the country by 2008.\textsuperscript{84} The majority of these doctors cited security concerns as the main reason they left.\textsuperscript{85}

In summary, people living in areas affected by explosive weapons use suffer elevated mortality as a result of reduced access to health care due to damage to infrastructure and health care providers being unable to safely provide services. This contributes to elevated mortality.
The goal of providing safe, inclusive and sustainable settlements requires a clean environment, good quality housing, and access to electricity and water. Sustainable settlements need a good transport system and access to key services for health and culture. Cultural sites enhance the value of cities. Functioning cities prevent large-scale migration.

There has been no comprehensive study on how explosive weapons undermine these broad requirements of safe, inclusive and sustainable settlements. Effects on some sectors, such as the environment and cultural monuments, are well documented. Other impacts, such as explosive damage to transport systems and power plants, are not well studied.

### The effects of explosive weapons on settlements

**The use of explosive weapons in populated areas destroys housing.** Accurate data on the extent of housing destruction usually only becomes available sometime after the end of the conflict. In 2013, the United Nations estimated that one-third of the housing stock in the Syrian Arab Republic had been destroyed by the ongoing conflict. During the 2014 hostilities in Gaza, 18,000 housing units were destroyed and 108,000 people were made homeless. Historical data from the Second World War show that bombing raids on London damaged or destroyed approximately 1 million homes. By 1945, around 40 per cent of all civilian housing in Germany and Japan was destroyed. Seven million Germans had lost their homes. One study of German re-development from 1945 demonstrated that it took several years for towns to reach their pre-war population levels. Moreover, substantial public investment for rebuilding was shown to be vital—as was underlined by contrasting rates of recovery between East and West German towns.

**The effects of explosive weapons on transportation systems** are generally poorly documented. Terrorist attacks using IEDs on underground or rail structures have received much attention, such as the bombings in Madrid (2004), London (2005) and Moscow (2010). Although, these caused significant loss of life, disruption to the transport system was temporary. More long-lasting effects occur in countries with weaker institutions and resilience. The effects are most serious when transport hubs and crucial supply routes are damaged. Destruction of bridges with explosives can cut off populations from exit or supply routes. For example, in Iraq in 2009 the destruction of a bridge outside Ramadi affected a major civilian traffic link between Iraq, the Syrian Arab Republic and Jordan, and a route that many Iraqis took to escape the violence.
Damage to electricity supply can cause serious environmental effects, in addition to affecting water supply and health care. For example, in Donetsk, Ukraine, the ventilation system and water pumps in several coal mines failed when damage from explosive weapons above ground cut electricity. This resulted in flooding of some mines, which damaged installations, polluted the groundwater, and released toxic gases after ventilation restarted.92

Repairs are made difficult by blockades and damage to transport routes that prevent importation of replacement parts, and by dangers and difficulties in accessing damaged sites.

Explosive Remnants of War (ERW) can render urban areas unsafe. In the city of Kobani, Syrian Arab Republic, for example, the NGO Handicap International documented in April 2015 an average of ten visible pieces of munitions per square metre in the city centre following the use of explosive weapons in ground fighting and air strikes.93 Remnants of explosive weapons can contaminate long after the fighting has ended. Unexploded ordnance from the Second World War is still being discovered during building work in European cities in 2016, 70 years after the war ended.94

The use of explosive weapons can also have other environmental effects. In some cases, the damage and disruption has led to accidental releases of pollutants from damaged facilities. In other cases, the rubble and dust from destroyed buildings can be hazardous.95 Many environmental effects are the result of a chain of events set in motion by the reverberating effects of explosive weapons. For example, when the bridge in Kondrashevskaia-Novaya, Ukraine, was destroyed, coal supply to the power plant in Luanska was curtailed. When an electrical substation was shelled, the Luanska power plant was cut off from Ukraine’s electricity grid. As the power plant was vital to the area, production was increased with lower-grade coal from its reserve stock. This caused a deterioration in air quality.96

Fighting with the use of explosive weapons has damaged many important historical sites. In the Syrian Arab Republic, bombing and tank shelling damaged historical monuments in Aleppo and the archaeological site of Bosra.97 In Yemen, air strikes hit the historic old city of Saada, damaging several centuries-old mosques98 and the eighth century B.C. Marib Dam, considered a wonder of the ancient world.99 The destruction of historical monuments destroys the connection to values and beliefs which allow people to identify with the town and previous generations, and undermines the heritage of all humankind.

The reverberating effects of explosive weapons on the safety of settlements

The destruction of towns is one of the main driving forces of mass displacement, forcing people to leave their homes to avoid the effects of violence.100 Conflict has displaced some 7 million people across the Middle East.101 This directly impinges on the objectives of the SDGs, as becoming displaced often poses a series of additional challenges in achieving access to food, water, health care, and protection from the threat of sexual violence. As for those who stay, a survey of the living conditions of 1 million Syrians showed that at least 42 per cent lived in substandard or informal housing in 2015.102

In summary, the use of explosive weapons in urban areas destroys housing and the economic foundation. It increases the direct and the indirect casualty rate. Displacement in particular creates severe vulnerabilities. Rebuilding cities after widespread urban bombing is extremely costly, in particular when a large percentage of housing stock has to be rebuilt. Affected communities are often marginalized globally and within their country, and are rendered considerably more vulnerable to threats and abuse of various kinds.
SDG Goal 5: Achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls

**Targets:**

5.2: Eliminate all forms of violence against all women and girls in public and private spheres (…)

5.5: Ensure women’s full and effective participation and equal opportunities for leadership at all levels of decision-making in political, economic and public life.

Violence using explosive weapons kills and injures women and girls. Although there have been few contemporary studies on how explosive weapons affect women and their roles in economic and political life, the available evidence suggests that their use in populated areas may pose a greater risk to women than any other weapon category. The destruction of infrastructure and services by explosive weapons makes the practical tasks expected of women and girls in their daily lives more burdensome. In societies where domestic duties are primarily a woman’s responsibility and social expectations mark females as caregivers, women and girls also have to ensure continuation of daily life when water and electricity are interrupted and food prices rise. They have to care for family members injured and permanently disabled by explosive weapons, often in the absence of health infrastructure. These longitudinal impacts hinder women’s ability to participate in public life. Overall, much more research is needed to understand how explosive weapons affect women’s empowerment.

The Women, Peace and Security agenda, based on Security Council Resolution 1325, recognizes the precarious situation of women in conflict, but also calls upon all States to allow for increased participation of women in decision-making on matters of peace and security. Addressing women’s needs in conflict requires protection from violence and its consequences, and space for women to participate in economic and political decision-making in the reconstruction of societies in the aftermath of war.

In 2014, the Reaching Critical Will Disarmament Programme of the Women’s International League for Peace and Freedom (WILPF) produced the first overview of the impact of explosive weapons on women, which highlighted key aspects of how women are made vulnerable by explosive weapons. The overview implies that much remains to be done in examining and drawing attention to reverberating impacts. No work related to contemporary conflicts could be identified that discussed the effects of explosive weapons use in populated areas on women’s empowerment and gender equality. Some documented psychological impacts on caregivers of small arms victims are likely to also apply to women caring for family members injured by explosive weapons.

The effects of explosive violence on women and girls

Qualitative accounts of the death toll from the use of explosive weapons in populated areas suggest that women make up a sizeable proportion of the civilian causalities. Many of the high-casualty incidents occur in places where women are often present, such as markets, homes and schools. However, quantitative data on the casualties of explosive weapons are usually not disaggregated by gender. In 2014, AOAV recorded over 40,000 casualties from the use of explosive violence, of which 78 per cent were civilians, but the number of women among them was not reported. Yet a study on casualties in Iraq indicated that women made up 34 per cent of civilian casualties from explosive weapons use. This is the highest proportion of female casualties of all weapon categories. These data suggest that women are highly vulnerable to death and injury
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from explosive weapons because they are likely to be in places such as residential buildings and markets that are often affected by explosive weapons use in populated areas.

Effects on women’s and girl’s empowerment and participation in decision-making

There are no focused studies of the extensive use of explosive weapons in populated areas affects women’s empowerment and participation in decision-making.

In many societies, women are expected to carry out most, if not all, of the domestic labour, which reduces women’s ability to participate in political and social life and decision-making. The evidence discussed for other SDGs in previous chapters strongly suggests that the destruction caused by explosive weapons in populated areas will increase the time spent on domestic work because the performance of daily chores becomes more burdensome. The limited availability of food requires many hours spent queuing to access basics foods, as was reported from Donetsk, Ukraine, and Yarmouk refugee camp in Damascus, Syrian Arab Republic, in February 2014. Damage to piped water supply has an enormous cost in terms of the additional time spent obtaining water. Interruptions to electricity and water supplies force people to abandon labour saving technology and switch to basic techniques such as washing by hand.

Women and girls are also usually the main caregivers for family members. Caring for children becomes more difficult when schools are closed because of damage or because they are used as shelters. In the Syrian Arab Republic for example, it was found that school attendance was down to approximately two days a week. Caring for elderly family members is made more burdensome when access to food and water is reduced. Explosive violence leads to added caring responsibilities when family members are injured by explosive weapons and suffer the long-term effects of violently acquired disability. Caregiving has clear economic, health, and human rights implications for women. Many caregivers, particularly in low-income settings, suffer economically because they are not able to work outside the home or participate in education or training. Caregiving can lead to vicarious trauma, the indirect or secondary traumatization experienced by caregivers.

Destruction of infrastructure by explosive weapons and the consequential decline in services requires changes to daily routines. This reduces women’s capacity to participate in political and social life, and thereby reinforces their disempowerment in the longer term.

In summary, the upheaval caused by the destruction from explosive weapons will affect gender relations in many nuanced ways. More research is needed to understand how explosive weapons make women and girls vulnerable, overburden them, and therefore affect their ability to participate fully in economic and political life.
Conclusion

This document introduced five selected SDGs and highlighted the numerous ways in which the use of explosive weapons in populated areas impede progress towards their implementation. Although other SDGs are not examined here, this study’s findings suggest that their implementation may also be affected by explosive weapons use.

The effects of explosive weapons in populated areas have been described as “reverberating” because they extend beyond the immediate loss of life to affect infrastructure, service delivery, economic activities, social capital and gender relations. Reverberating effects may be difficult to recognize because they result from the complex interaction of multiple detonations and pre-existing weaknesses in infrastructure and institutions. But they are no less real for that. Very often, the reverberating effects connect with and magnify each other. Destruction of transport hubs affects the delivery of food, medicines and reconstruction materials. Destruction of power plants affects the ability to supply piped water, run hospitals safely and keep bakeries going. All of these impacts affect productivity. The effects can be long-lasting, and can only be addressed by reconstruction efforts, which themselves consume scarce resources that could have been used for other development purposes. The use of explosive weapons greatly adds to investors’ and insurers’ perceptions of risk, which can effectively cut off capital flows to areas in great need of development. The combined factors lead to marginalization of affected regions within countries and global marginalization of societies affected by explosive weapons use in populated areas.

To summarize the numerous examples documented in this paper, five levels of effects of explosive weapons can be highlighted.

1. Direct casualties from explosive weapons and indirect casualties from the reverberating effects of the destruction caused by explosive weapons in populated areas are contrary to the vision of a world free of fear and violence.

Explosive weapons kill and injure through the primary effects of the blast wave and the secondary effects of collapsing structures. They also elevate mortality and damage health outcomes through the reverberating effects on food, water and power supply, and access to health care. Reduced trade in food, medical supplies and fuel all contribute to a rising indirect death toll.

2. The direct and reverberating effects of explosive weapons use in populated areas have a negative impact on the enjoyment of a number of human rights and their use is therefore contrary to the SDG vision of a world based on universal respect for human rights.

The post-2015 Sustainable Development Agenda is grounded in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and international human rights treaties. Human rights considerations have been largely absent from the debate of how explosive weapons affect people. However, human rights law is nevertheless a relevant legal framework because human rights protection does not cease in times of armed conflict. The use of an explosive weapon risks having a negative impact on the enjoyment of a wide range of human rights: the direct effects violate the right to life. The destruction of homes and displacement this causes can amount to a violation of the right to respect for private and family life and for one’s home or the violation of the right to freedom of movement and residence if it forces people to leave their homes. In addition, the reverberating effects of explosive weapons use can also affect a host of economic, social and cultural rights, for example through the destruction of cultural monuments.
3. Fear of explosive weapons discourages investors, private sector suppliers, and the operations of humanitarian agencies because they fear losing staff and assets. This marginalizes affected communities who see their access to goods and services dwindle as trade and services decline. This breaks the sustainable development pledge that no one will be left behind.

The post-2015 Sustainable Development Agenda features partnership with the private sector as being vital to its large-scale strategy. Private commercial investment and remittance flows have overtaken official development assistance to developing countries. However, many companies are unwilling to invest, trade or deliver services in areas affected by explosive weapons as they fear loss of life among their staff and destruction of their capital. Humanitarian agencies seek to fill the gap left by a disappearing private sector, but often struggle to gain access to the most severely affected populations because they too have to balance staff risk with humanitarian goals. As a consequence, for millions of people the SDG preamble pledge that no one will be left behind has already been broken as a result of the use of explosive weapons.

4. Destruction of industry and interruption of utilities reduces productivity and employment thereby destroying livelihoods. This runs counter to the aim of the Sustainable Development Agenda to build strong economic foundations for sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic growth.

The SDGs envisage a world in which every country enjoys sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic growth and decent work for all. The destruction of industry and services and interruption of utilities is a severe obstacle to sustainable economic growth. Societies affected by explosive weapons use usually see a decline in measurable economic activity, thereby making the vision for inclusive opportunities and wealth creation unattainable.

5. Destruction of key infrastructure by explosive weapons requires substantial reconstruction. This absorbs scarce development resources that could have been invested elsewhere.

Damaged infrastructure has to be repaired for living conditions to be improved and development objectives to be reached. Enormous costs are incurred in the repair or rebuilding of housing, electricity and water plants, roads, power lines and port infrastructure. These costs stretch government and donor budgets and inevitably take resources away from other development initiatives.

The commitment to work tirelessly for the full implementation of the SDG agenda by 2030 requires that the use of explosive weapons in populated areas be addressed by the international community.

Implications for existing norms and practical guidance on explosive weapons

The examples discussed in this report indicate that air-delivered ordnance and ground-delivered heavy artillery cause most of the damage to vital infrastructure. From a humanitarian and development perspective, these weapons with wide-area effects are the most critical category of explosive weapons in populated areas. Most heavy explosive weapons are used in the context of an armed conflict for the conduct of hostilities, and their use is therefore governed by the rules of
IHL. The principles underpinning IHL require military necessity to be balanced against regard for humanity. This balancing is embodied in a number of specific legal rules, such as those relating to avoidance of superfluous injury and unnecessary suffering by combatants, environmental protection, indiscriminate attacks, and feasible precautions in attacks. The major burden in ensuring compliance with IHL falls on military commanders who have to assess anticipated levels of civilian harm and decide on a strategy balancing that against anticipated military advantages for each attack.

The discussion of the reverberating effects in this document demonstrates the magnitude of downstream reverberating humanitarian and development consequences when civilian infrastructure is damaged or destroyed. These effects are a direct consequence of infrastructure destruction and, as such, can be anticipated if the full infrastructure and service provision landscape is considered. Therefore, they ought to be factored into the ex ante balancing assessment. However, at present there are insufficient practical guidelines to help commanders anticipate the cumulative reverberating effects of explosive weapons use in populated areas. To ensure protection of civilians from explosive weapons use, there would have to be a systematic assessment of civilian harm that also considers the damage already caused by previous attacks by any party to the conflict in the relation to the existing capacity to repair and restore damage and destruction. At present, many questions remain as to how military forces incorporate the risk of the reverberating effects into their policies and practices. IHL rules on the conduct of hostilities, as they are currently interpreted and applied, may not provide an adequate framework for effectively protecting civilians against direct and cumulative reverberating effects of explosive weapons use in populated areas.

In recognition of this fact, the United Nations Secretary-General has called on “parties to conflict to refrain from using explosive weapons with a wide-area impact in densely populated areas”.

Linking the problem of explosive weapons to the Sustainable Development Goals

The SDGs refer to the development impact of violence. But most of the effects described relate to the effects of small arms and light weapons: the specific effects of explosive weapons are not mentioned. This omission is regrettable because explosive weapons have been shown to have particularly destructive and far-reaching impacts on infrastructure and service delivery that threaten to undermine the achievement of the SDGs. Explosive weapons are similar to small arms insofar as use of each category of weapon kills and injures people, and carry indirect effects. Both categories of weapons enable non-State actors to undermine the authority of the State. Both create insecurity, which prevents investment, trade and service provision in affected areas. These are problems recognized by the SDGs.

In terms of humanitarian and development consequences, the most important difference between small arms and explosive weapons is the extent to which explosive weapons damage and destroy infrastructure and thereby affect a wide range of essential services. These wide-area effects make explosive weapons a serious—but under-recognized—threat to the achievement of the SDGs. Policy discussions have so far treated explosive weapons mainly from the perspective of security and preventing immediate loss of life. The evidence presented in this paper points to the need to bring development and public health perspectives into the discussion to give full recognition to the reverberating effects of explosive weapons and their damaging effects on the implementation of several of the SDGs.
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